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Black Mirror
Series 5 (2019)

'Striking Vipers'

1. What are the names of the two characters Danny and Karl play on the 'Striking Vipers' game?

2. What happens to Danny and Karl's characters every time they log into the game?

3. True or False. Danny and Karl are only sexually attracted to each other in the game as their
characters and not in real life?

4. As part of an agreement, whilst Danny and Karl play Striking Vipers, where does Theo go?

'Smithereens'

5. Every day Hayley has 3 password attempts to try and log into who's Personal account?

6. What is the name of Social Media Company Smithereen's CEO who the kidnapper Chris demands to
speak to?

7. Who does Chris reveal was killed when he collided with a drunk driver whilst he was checking a
Smithereens notification?

8. What information does Chris want Billy to provide him with?

'Rachel, Jack and Ashley Too'

9. For her fifteenth birthday, Rachel gets an AI toy, Ashley Too. What is the AI toy based on?

10. Which singer/songwriter voices the Ashley Too character?

11. What happens to Ashley Too when it learns about Ashley O's coma?

12. What is the name of the holographic Ashley O that is unveiled by Catherine?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Lance and Roxette
2. They have sex
3. True
4. Goes to a bar without her wedding ring and meets

strangers
5. Her late daughter
6. Billy Bauer

7. Chris's fiancée
8. The password for Hayley
9. Pop Star Ashley O
10. Miley Cyrus
11. It malfunctions
12. Ashley Eternal
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